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DIVIDING THE AXE TREES

KATHRYN CONEYBEAR
A BOY LIVED WITH HIS FAMILY IN A HOUSE NEAR THE WOODS, AMONGST THE TREES...

Why do we live inside the house, away from what’s outside? I want to live in the trees.

Still, the boy imagined what it would be like to be one of the trees...
As he grew older, the boy spent more time on chores and less time just being. Slowly, his imaginations were replaced by thoughts of work.

I don’t wanna do chores, but I don’t wanna be lazy either.

In time, his parents passed away. The boy needed to find work if he wanted to eat.

How will I survive without them?
THE BOY, NOW A YOUNG MAN, HAD AN IDEA...
He chopped down a tree,

separating its trunk into logs,

splitting the logs into smaller pieces of lumber.
He fashioned the lumber into a handle for an axe and formed a head out of metal.

Now I can have a decent meal.

But if I want to keep eating, I'll have to make more than just one axe.

The young man sold the axe to a local woodsman.
The young man divided the work so that more could be done, showing his sister how to fashion the sharp metal heads while he masterfully carved the wooden handles.

Local woodsmen began to take notice of the quality of his work, and soon woodsmen from all over wanted the young man’s axes.
He gathered neighbors from all around to help meet the demand, further dividing the work into smaller tasks to get it done more quickly.

The workers used the axes they’d made to fell more and more trees to make more and more axes.
I hardly even have time to eat anymore...

WITH HIS BUSINESS A SUCCESS, THE MAN NOW WORKED INSIDE HIS SHOP FOR MOST OF THE DAY, PROCESSING ORDERS AND DOING PAPERWORK.

SO THE TREES HAD BEEN DIVIDED INTO LOGS THAT WERE DIVIDED INTO HANDLES. THE WORK WAS DIVIDED SO THAT EACH DAY, MORE AND MORE AXES WERE MADE.

MEANWHILE, DIVISIONS WERE HAPPENING INSIDE THE MAN.
He slowly became sick and weak. The man was no longer able to work, but the rest of the Axe Makers kept his business alive.

But the axe business slowly fell apart as well. The woodsmen and the axe makers had cut down almost all the trees with and for the axes.
On the day the last tree was fell, the man died. He went back into the earth where the tree’s remaining shallow roots grew into his body.